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MISSION
The mission of the museum is to serve as a place where people can make 
meaningful connections to community history through the cultural arts. 
Adopted by Board of Trustees, June 2013. 

VISION
The Museum serves as a catalyst for community building by providing 
opportunities for creative engagement in a range of cultural arts. We 
provide the environment and inspiration for artists and community 
members to create and host events, performances, activities, and exhibits 
that engage, stimulate and bring people together.

VALUES
We believe that:

• Museums contribute to a sense of place and belonging. 
• History is participatory and collective. All people have a (hi)story to 

tell and all histories are equally valid.
• Participation in collective activities empowers people and 

strengthens communities.

WHY DO WE EXIST?
We strive to be the community gathering place in order to improve the 
quality of life in the Sandy Spring neighborhood. The museum creates a 
sense of place and provides public space for people to lead, engage, and 
participate in many different meaningful social and cultural activities. 

WE CONNECT PEOPLE
• To our storied past
• To our shared future
• To each other

This is a change from our original mission, which was to preserve and share 
information about local history. We believe that community building is a 
worthy outcome of our mission. 

“A sense of place is fostered by 
creating mixed use opportunities 
that appeal to many people, allow 
for spontaneous engagement and 
unprogrammed social activities to 
arise, and can be accessed many 
hours of the day.”
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INTRODUCTION
During the last three years, the Sandy Spring Museum 
has undergone a transformation, evolving from an 
under-utilized traditional history museum to a dynamic, 
participatory cultural arts community center.

The museum is one of the community cornerstones and 
contributes to the unique character of the neighborhood. 
Its highly recognizable and visible facility is like a beacon 
to the tens of thousands of people who pass by each day 
and the tens of thousands of visitors who pass through 
our doors.
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PURPOSE 
The purpose of the 2017-2019 Strategic Vision is to 

• Articulate a shared vision for the future of the museum
• Prioritize goals and outline strategies
• Highlight areas of opportunity 

Through this plan, we seek to address the following questions:
• How do we expand upon our efforts to build community through the integration of history 

and the cultural arts? How do we expand community participation? How do we integrate 
the collection in more of our work?

• How do we ensure long-term financial sustainability, given that in order to increase revenue, 
we must increase services, which requires increasing staff, which increases expenses?

CHALLENGES 
The community museum of 2017 is a different entity than the community museum of 1980, the 
year the Sandy Spring Museum formed. Many museums of similar origins have closed, merged, 
or reverted to all-volunteer operations with little expectation of meeting professional standards. 
Government funding for nonprofits continually shrinks while the pool of organizations seeking 
funding from all sources continually grows. 

However the important role played by the Sandy Spring Museum has only increased over time, as 
have public expectations of museums. In addition to serving as repositories, holding collections in 
the public trust, museums…

• Maintain a unique identity by providing high-quality activities and services that cannot be 
obtained elsewhere

• Offer entertaining and educational programs that include food, drinks, opportunities for 
socializing, and hands-on experiences

• Are open when people have time off from work and visits can be spontaneous and unscheduled
• Are affordable and accessible to everyone, regardless of income
• Are “third places,” places other than home (first place) and work (second place): places where 

people socialize and participate as part of a community 
• Fulfill a mission while simultaneously focus on the bottom-line
• Care for a historic collection in perpetuity and make it accessible to the public

Additionally the Sandy Spring Museum must maintain 7+ acres of land and 13,000+ square feet 
of interior space in four buildings.
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In the ideal future, a majority of activities at the museum 
will be community-created, meaning that they are 
initiated by the community. 
 Our aim is to be the gathering place for the 
community. We believe “gathering” builds community, 
which improves quality of life. Today’s community 
museum fosters a social atmosphere that is similar to a 
farmers market or a favorite coffee shop. Like a farmers 
market, museums contribute to a sense of place. They 
bring people together who might otherwise not meet. 
Creating opportunities for spontaneous encounters, and 

opportunities for community-created activities, results 
in unexpected things happening at the museum. These 
activities take on a life of their own. They are community-
directed, not staff-directed. 
 When individuals create their own programming, 
they “own” the experience. They play an active role in 
ensuring a successful outcome. They bring an audience 
that is unique to them and new to the museum. People 
who attend community-created programs are often 
friends and supporters, not strangers, further contributing 
to the sense of community that we are trying to foster. 

THE PATH FORWARD:  
COMMUNITY-CREATED OFFERINGS

What makes a successful place?

“Great public spaces are…where celebrations are held, social and economic exchanges occur, friends run into each 

other, and cultures mix. They are the ‘front porches’ of our public institutions…”

Great places share four qualities:

“They are accessible; people are engaged in activities there; the space is comfortable and has a good image; and it is 

a sociable place: one where people meet each other and take people when they come to visit.”  

(From Project for Public Spaces)

A Conflict in Blue and Gray; Photo credit: David Wonderling

Community Programming In Action
Community-created activities include art exhibits, such as a 

photographic exhibit of Civil War reenactors by David Wonderling. 

Mr. Wonderling organized his own exhibit reception and invited 

Civil War reenactors who mingled with guests and brought period 

dresses and uniforms for visitors to try on. Another example was a 

book signing by memoirist Ivan Backer. This program was organized 

by a museum member who lined up the author, marketed the 

program, and served as the event host. A third example is “Soul to 

Soul,” an interfaith group that meets quarterly to share perspectives 

across religions. Again, the program idea was generated and 

organized by a community member who saw the museum as a 

“neutral” meeting place that could potentially be less intimidating 

than asking people to meet at houses of worship. All of these 

programs were open to the entire community. 
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In order to stay focused on our goal of community-building and financial 

sustainability, we evaluate our work based on the Three R’s:

Will this effort increase our resources? Do we have sufficient resources (such 

as staff or monetary resources) to undertake this effort?

Does this effort make us more relevant to the community? Does it highlight 

our collection and make a link to community history? 

Does this effort enhance relationships with existing partners? Will it create 

new relationships?

Resources: 

Relevance: 

Relationships: 

Relationships

History Happy Hour Teen Coffee House Gift Shop

LOW

HIGH

Facility Rentals

Relevance

Contributes to 
Resources

EVALUATION: THE THREE R’S
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GOALS
2017-2019 recommendations are organized by three broad goals:

• Bring the museum campus to life
• Develop strategic partnerships
• Maximize facility usage

When the museum is operating at its highest capacity, we are 
implementing all three strategic goals simultaneously. In other 
words, the museum comes to life  when the facility is being utilized 
to the greatest extent possible by community partners. 
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Summer Beer Garden

Photo Credit: A. Claire Vision Photography
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The Beer Garden at the Strawberry Festival was sponsored 

by Christopher’s Hardware Store and Jailbreak Brewery. Each 

benefitted from the arrangement—Jailbreak through the sale of beer 

and Christopher’s through exposure to thousands of people. The 

museum netted resources (made money and expended little in the 

way of human resources); relationships (improved relationships with 

Jailbreak and Christopher’s and all of the people who came to the 

Beer Garden); and relevance (craft beer is extremely trendy and 

popular and Jailbreak is a local company). 

Community Sponsorships in Action

BRING THE MUSEUM CAMPUS TO LIFE
The term “living history museum” traditionally means a museum that 
uses costumed reenactors to recreate historical settings and simulate 
past time periods. To the Sandy Spring Museum living history means 
bringing life to the museum: having artists working in their studios; 
having cultural artists create experiences for the entire community 
to enjoy; bringing people together to make new friends and have 
unexpected encounters; having a wedding at the museum. In a world 
dominated by technology and virtual communities, our living history 
museum harkens back to a time when people-to-people connections 
were the norm, not the exception.
 During the past three years, annual attendance at the museum has 
tripled to 21,000. This includes visitors, program attendees, festival 
attendees, and attendance at private facility rentals such as weddings, 
meetings, and so on. Nearly every space within the museum and its 
outbuildings is in use, including the small barn, which is a pottery 
studio, and the large barn, which will be converted into artist studios 
in 2016.

Living history traditionally means 
using costumed reenactors to 
interpret history. To SSM, it 
means having people participate 
in creating activities that build 
community. 

Photo credit: A. Claire Vision Photography
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After very large increases from 

2012  to 2014, attendance has been 

growing by about 5% a year. Growth 

in attendance does not always 

mean a growth in income. Rather  

attendance give us a measure of 

community awareness, use, and 

relevance. 

Museum Attendance
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Chart 1: Annual Museum Attendance

A Very Berry Evening 2016; Photo credit: A. Claire Vision Photography
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a. Create “opportunities/reasons for lingering” that promote social interactions. For example conversation 
starters at high top tables in Farquhar Gallery, checker board and chairs in exhibit hall, group projects for 
volunteers, beer socials.

b. Jury resident artists. 
• Select artists that will be working full-time at the museum
• Select teaching artists
• Select artists who will use the museum collection in their work

c. Expand opportunities for partners who host activities at the museum (Covered more fully under Identify 
Strategic Partners).

d. Use the collection. The museum’s mission to highlight the intersection of history and the cultural arts is unique 
in its execution. Providing artists unfettered access to the collection is nearly unheard of in the museum world 
and has changed the power dynamic between the museum and artists. By inviting artists to breathe new life 
into history by using the museum’s collection, we are creating a new kind of “living history” model. 

e. Convert Museum Gift Shop into 
a café. Locating a café inside the 
museum would create a new reason for 
people to come to the museum, and 
offer a new opportunity for people 
to gather. Ideally the café would be a 
destination itself, with people coming 
to the café and then experiencing the 
museum instead of vice-versa. The 
café can also serve as a place where 
people can engage in conversations 
about ideas sparked by museum 
activities. In addition to using space 
currently occupied by the gift shop, 
café seating could be in the Farquhar 
Gallery and the courtyard could 
be used for outdoor seating during 
warm weather. A successful café has 
the potential to generate community 
interest in hosting other programs, 
such as open mic nights, that would 
be open to the public.

The Farquhar Gallery has been used for 

event seating in the past and could be easily 

converted into a cafe. 

Photo Credit: A. Claire Vision Photography

Strategies
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We envision a future where the majority of activities are coordinated with community partners. The benefits of 
partnering are shared resources (human and financial), audience building, increased sense of ownership by those 
outside of the museum, and expanded opportunities. By working with partners, we increase the number and kind 
of on-site activities open to the community. Partnership implies mutual benefits.

Here are some of our partners:

DEVELOP STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS

A. Claire Vision Photography
Aging Well with Friends
American Turkish Friendship Alliance
Charm City Baskets
Christopher’s Hardware
Digital Maryland
dnbstudios
Elite Images
Illuminations
Integrated Sport, Spine & Rehab
Maryland Traditions
MCCC Lifelong Learning

MedStar Montgomery
MOCO Food Trucks
Olney Farmers and Artists Market
Project Change
Rumi Forum
Sandy Spring Friends School
Soul to Soul
The Journey School
Thrift Diving
Vajrayogini Buddhist Center
Washington Sculptors Group
Women’s Group at the Bait-ur-Rehman Mosque

Visitors listen to live music at the 2015 Strawberry Festival; Photo credit: Doug Farquhar
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THE JOURNEY SCHOOL 
New in 2015 was a partnership with The Journey School, a Montessori-
inspired middle school that opened in September 2015. The school’s 
students are members of the museum and throughout the school year, 
they meet at the museum on a weekly basis to do projects that are 

“assigned” to them by the museum, such as researching the historic sites 
that were passed during the Nearly Nine K run in spring 2016. The long-
term plan for the school is to operate out of the Snowden House. That 
will require investigating building codes 
related to schools and may be a lengthy and 
expensive project, possibly occurring in the 
2018-19 school year.

Partnerships In Action
Successful partnerships include the Teen CoffeeHouse, a monthly teen 
band night that is jointly produced with Project Change; Jazz in the 
Round, a quarterly live jazz series that is curated pro-bono by dnbstudios; 
and basket-making workshops run by Charm City Baskets. Aside 
from staff time and overhead, these partnerships provide benefit to the 
community at no significant additional cost to the museum.
 
Future partnerships may include initiatives like co-producing high-end 
craft shows, hands-on craft activities, outdoor concerts or movie nights, 
and other projects that are proposed to us by new and existing partners.

Above: Visitors listen to Paul Bollenback on guitar 

and César Orozco on piano at a Jazz in the Round 

concert; Photo credit: Michael G. Stewart

Left: Teen CoffeeHouse; Photo credit: Rocketeria

Right: Students from the Journey School contribute 

to The Big Weave during a visit to the museum; Photo 

credit: The Journey School
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Strategies
a. Consider everyone who interacts with the museum a partner who deserves to benefit from the relationship. For example, 

Ki Aikido is not just a renter. It’s a partnership. It is in our best interest to help build attendance to the classes. 
b. Put agreements in writing, spelling out benefits, obligations, and expectations.   
c. Use the collection. Providing partners access to the museum’s collection is a unique opportunity. For example, in addition 

to conducting research with primary source documents, The Journey School students participated in a found poetry 
workshop and used the museum’s archives as source materials. There are many opportunities for tying the collection into 
existing programs, but understaffing impedes our ability to do this on a consistent basis.  

Paul Bollenback and César Orozco from the Jazz in the Round series; Photo credit: Michael G. Stewart
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MAXIMIZE FACILITY USE
The museum facility, including indoor space and the expansive campus, is one of our greatest assets. When we open 
the museum for use by partners, more people come through the doors, connections are made, and new opportunities 
arise. Making capital improvements to the facility will further expand how it is used by the community for the 
benefit of all. Actively marketing the facility as a rental venue will increase its usage. 

Projects on the horizon that will increase organizational capacity: 
• Installation of a wooden floor in the Dr. Bird room
• Conversion of the large barn into more artist studios
• Improvements (lighting and windows) to back classroom to increase usability
• Museum café

Wedding reception in the Dr. Bird Room; Photo credit: Sugar Hill Productions
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Strategies
a. Be the obvious place to host local events, meetings, book clubs, classes, etc, outside of the public library and 

the ReMax Building
b. Serve as the “village green”
c. Encourage partners to use the grounds and parking lot, for example food truck gatherings, flea markets, 

popup shops, mid-week farmers market, CSA pick-up, outdoor movies
d. Use the collection. The museum is unique as a rental facility because of its ability to archive and document 

history. We are piloting ways to tie the collection into rentals. For example, the museum has Quaker wedding 
contracts in its collection. The Quaker wedding contract is signed by all guests at the wedding. In 2016 we 
began offering Quaker-style wedding contract replicas to wedding parties and offering wedding parties the 
opportunity to archive their wedding photos and invitation in the museum’s collection.

The recent renovation and 

rental of the Snowden House 

provides a way for the museum 

to pay off its debt. 

Chart 2: Facility Rental Income

Studio and rental income has 

greatly increased during the last 

three years and is projected to 

continue to increase. 
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OPERATIONAL 
STRATEGIES
Although the museum is a nonprofit, it operates under the same 
principles as any business.  We need a well-defined brand, a high 
quality product, sufficient staff, and fiscal oversight.  
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Visitors listen to speakers at the Migrating Lives reception.

Photo credit: Sandy Spring Museum
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The museum received two major grants to undertake 
a rebranding campaign in 2015-17. This process 
is on-going and is projected to take three years to 
fully implement. The purpose of the rebrand is to 
call attention to the “new” Sandy Spring Museum, 
to craft a message that encourages the development 
of community-created experiences and to inform 
people about the diverse activities that take place on 
the museum campus. The brand story also needs to 
inspire people to financially support the museum. 

When the rebranding process is complete, we will 
have a defined look, language, strategy, and plan 
that will govern all of our promotional efforts. The 
three-year marketing plan includes bolstering our 
online presence with search engine optimization 
and enhanced use of social media, a plan for targeted 

marketing, an improved website, professionally-
designed marketing collateral, purchasing email and 
snail mail lists to target new visitors, and improved 
exterior signage. 

The museum will also be positioned as a good 
investment of business marketing dollars. We have 
only just begun to tap into the potential for earned 
income selling ad space. The museum needs to 
change how it communicates with businesses. Instead 
of asking businesses for charitable donations, we will 
ask businesses to invest marketing dollars in the 
museum. Creating the vehicles for businesses to co-
brand with us is a priority of the marketing strategy.
 
For this reason, the new marketing positions are 
coupled with sales (Director of Marketing and 
Sales and Coordinator of Marketing and Sales). 
The museum has a product to sell to the public and 
a product to sell to businesses, namely that the 
museum is a trusted partner and businesses will 
benefit by aligning themselves with the museum 
and communicating with our visitors and members. 
The more we can do to professionalize the museum’s 
marketing, the better we will be able to demonstrate 
our value to the public and to potential marketing 
partners.

Detailed marketing strategies are outlined in internal 
plans.

BRANDING AND MARKETING

The museum partnered with small breweries during the Summer 

Beer and Wine Garden series. 

Photo credit: A. Claire Vision Photography

Driving attendance to the museum is not the sole 

objective of marketing. The goal is to position the 

museum as a vital part of the community, the heart of 

the community. There would be a void if the museum 

were to close.
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PROGRAMMING
The museum offers a mixture of programs and events, 
some of which are produced by the museum, some of 
which are produced by partners, and some of which 
are produced jointly. In general museum-run programs 
and events require significant human and financial 
museum resources and are typically designed to bring 
in earned income. Partner-run programs and events 
do not require significant resources from the museum, 
other than use of the facility and limited marketing. 
Collaboration generally implies that the museum is 
handling registration and/or ticket sales, in addition to 
promoting the event. Whether partner-run programs 
bring in income varies case by case. The distinction 

between partner programs and private rentals is that 
partner programs are open to the community.
 Museum-run programming continues to present 
a challenge. Even when a program is fee-based, it is 
not financially sustainable without significant grant 
funding or underwriting. If we hire a staff to manage 
programming we cannot expect sufficient income to 
cover the staff position through program fees. 
 The only way to run programs without losing 
money is to do so in partnership with an individual or 
organization, where we are not putting the museum at 
financial risk. Programs that focus on food or alcoholic 
beverages are most heavily attended, for example The 

Museum Program Collaborative Program Partner Program

History Happy Hour Illuminations Home School Classes
Aging Well with Friends 

Workshops

Fine Arts Workshop Series
ARTINA 2016: Art in Nature 

Sculpture Park
MCCC Lifelong Learning classes

Strawberry Festival Soul to Soul Series Catch a Dream Studio classes

Summer Beer & Wine Garden Teen Coffee House

American Turkish Friendship 

Association Peace Building 

Workshop

Fall Festival Jazz in the Round

Table 1: Breakdown of Museum Programming and Events
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Oyster Wars (all-you-can-eat raw oysters were offered); Smith Island 
(Smith Island cake was served); and Lost Lagers: Recreating Historic 
Beers. 
 Because field trip attendance has never been high enough to justify 
having dedicated staff, we have abandoned the traditional field trip 
model in favor of encouraging schools to have a field trip that ties into 
the changing exhibit (in fall 2015, it was The Big Weave) or to take a self-
guided tour.

Strategies
a. Communicate through marketing that we are open to  

partnership ideas
b. Take steps to shift museum-run events to collaborations
c. Tie programming into collections wherever possible

Photos clockwise from top: Community Stage performer at the 2014 Strawberry Festival 

(Photo credit: A. Claire Vision Photography); a young visitor samples some chocolate 

during a History Happy Hour program (Photo credit: A. Claire Vision Photography); 

Edgardo Zuniga, owner of Twin Valley Distillers, educates visitors about bourbon during A 

Very Berry Evening (Photo credit: A. Claire Vision Photography); Many local and regional 

musicians perform at the Strawberry Festival (Photo credit: Doug Farquhar)
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The Big Weave exhibit, Fall 2015; Photo credit: Eleni Stamoulis

EXHIBITS
Like all other operations, exhibitions need a long-term plan. Falling under the category of 
“exhibits” are traditional objects-based history exhibits, art exhibits, and art exhibits involving 
the collection. 
 In the ideal future, all exhibits will be an intersection of art and history. Because of the 
time involved with curating exhibits, especially those that involve using the collection, having 
an exhibit curator on staff is necessary if exhibits are a priority. Given the expense and the low 
rate of financial return, this position has been a low priority. 
 Exhibits at the museum have also become increasingly difficult to manage because we have 
so many individual galleries: the Dr. Bird Room (suitable for two-dimensional work only), the 
Farquhar Gallery, the exhibit hall, and the museum grounds. Often each of these galleries is 
showing exhibits that do not relate to one another, which is difficult to manage in terms of 
installation and promotion.
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Two boys eat shaved ice at the Strawberry Festival; Photo credit: Doug Farquhar

The most successful exhibits in terms of attendance, sale of artwork, and quality of work have been 
those coordinated with partners. For example in summer 2015, the Olney Art Association exhibit was 
curated by Roberta Staat who developed the theme, sent out the call-to-artists, recruited jurors, and 
arranged for prizes. Exhibits by artists who actively market themselves are far more successful than 
those who do not.

Strategies
a. Instead of hiring an exhibit curator, identify an artist who will barter, possibly in exchange for  

studio rental
b. Implement annual themes for exhibits that also tie into programming
c. Work towards obtaining major funding, such as through the National Endowment for the Arts and 

ArtPlace America
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ARTISTS
Thanks to funding from the Institute of Museum and Library 
Services, we are able to work with many new artists who 
want to use the museum’s collection as a source of inspiration 
in their work, and who interpret community history through 
the cultural arts.
 
One of the most successful collaborations occurred in 2015 
with Sandra Atkinson, founder and choreographer of Light 
Switch Dance Theatre. Ms. Atkinson developed an original, 
site-specific modern dance piece on the history of Sandy 
Spring. In addition to members of her company, she also 
created parts for students from the local Studio of Ballet 
Arts. The audience for the two performances was almost 
entirely parents and friends of the performers, illustrating 
that activities involving partners need to be marketed by 
the partners in addition to the museum. In 2016, we hosted 
exhibits with the Washington Sculptors Group and with 
Maryland Colorists, in addition to many individual artists. 
 

Strategies
a. Market the museum as a community of professional, 

working artists in order to attract full-time artists
b. Train resident and exhibiting artists to market themselves
c. Have the artists become a self-managing group

Top: Dancers from Light Switch Dance Theatre’s show interpret Sandy 

Spring’s role on the Underground Railroad; Photo credit: Light Switch 

Dance Theatre

Bottom: Patricia Dubroof hosted a Wine & Paint night during her 

exhibition at the Museum in spring 2016; Photo credit: A. Claire  

Vision Photography
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COLLECTIONS
Since the inception of the museum, we have been collecting 
passively, selecting from objects that are offered to us. The 
result is a collection that is very uneven; it does not represent 
the community as a whole and the strengths of the collection 
do not necessarily reflect the most important stories in local 
history. The museum needs to shift from passively receiving 
artifacts to actively preserving the community’s heritage. 
We also need to develop a plan to address how to document 
recent history. 

 Strategies
a. Inventory the collection
b. Create a plan for identifying the key stories in Sandy 

Spring History
c. Develop a long-term strategy for improving quality of 

data in collections database

Top: Artifacts are shown as part of the General Store in the main 

Exhibition Hall; Photo credit: Eleni Stamoulis

Bottom: Light Switch Dance Theatre created a modern dance piece 

interpreting the history of Sandy Spring; Photo credit: Light Switch 

Dance Theatre
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HUMAN RESOURCES
Because of the rapid growth the museum has experienced, current staffing levels are not sufficient to keep up 
with work load, even though staff has nearly doubled in size since 2012 (growing from about 3 FTE to 5.25 
FTE). In order to meet the growing demand for programs and services, we will need additional personnel, 
knowing that it will require increasing expenses and knowing that with a nonprofit model, increased income 
has to come, to a large extent, through fundraising. Because the board believes that we must continue to grow 
in order to fulfill our mission, we will begin working towards increasing staff with the following positions:

Exhibits & Programs Manager
Special Events and Facility Rentals Assistant
Advertising & Sponsorship Coordinator
Part-time maintenance coordinator
Part-time office administrator

Strategies
a. Identify tasks that are preventing staff from doing more high level, strategic work 
b. Lack of an integrated database is sapping the time of nearly all staff. Obtain new Customer Relationship 

Management software that integrates program registration, donations, financial management and customer 
relations. Collections management can continue to use the existing database.

Summer Beer Garden; Photo credit: Laura Reese
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Wickramasinghe Family; Photo credit: Trish Herrera Photography
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BUDGET & FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY
For the first time in about eight years, the museum operated in the black in 2014, providing evidence that 
a turnaround is taking place by following the 2013 – 2015 strategic vision. Instead of relying on a line of 
credit, as was the case for many years, we have been able to cover expenses through mixed sources of income: 
grants (@25%), earned income (@25%) and donations (@%50), in addition to covering capital project expenses 
primarily through grants. 

However expenses will continue to grow over the years as inflation rises and demand for services increases. 
In order to achieve long-term financial sustainability, we need to do more in terms of budget forecasting 
and anticipating needs. A Financial Sustainability Committee was formed in January 2016 and is focused on 
proactively raising unrestricted donations and planning for the future. The goal of the committee is to establish 
a reserve from which the museum can draw during an emergency. 

The greatest potential for increasing earned income is growing the successful facility rental program. We also 
have room to grow in terms of unrestricted donations, which have not increased at the same rate as other 
sources of income. This is particularly important to point out given the high average household income of 
museum members and community residents. 

Strategies
a. Develop three-year budgets annually
b. Have all board members serve on sub committees of the Financial Sustainability Committee (e.g. 

Membership, Special Events, Donor Cultivation)
c. Develop an annual fundraising plan with individuals in charge of specific activities
d. Build a reserve 

Projected Budget Growth
The museum’s budget has grown by about 15% 

each of the last three years. Chart 3 shows the 

projected budget for subsequent years if this 

rate continues.
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Chart 3: Project Budget Growth




